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Abstract—The feature of collaborative applications is to utilize
various resources distributed over Internet (or intranet). It is
a good choice to develop collaborative applications based on
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, which can be applied to integrate
resources over peers. Most of popular P2P networks focus on
files or content sharing and security problems are not seri-
ously considered, so they are not good enough for developing
collaborative applications. In this paper, secure P2P networks
are designed by authentication of joining peers and encrypted
data communication. To prohibit misuse of resources, peers
are classified into three levels with different priorities. Based
on secure P2P networks, a scalable and flexible collaborative
application platform composed of core services and user defined
services is built. Various resources provided by peers can be
easily used by service execution. Two collaborative applications
are designed to demonstrate the use of services over peers. It can
be expected that more creative collaborative applications will be
designed based on the proposed platform.

Keywords-Collaborative applications platform; Secure P2P Net-
works.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network applications have great variation from conven-
tional client-server model to P2P networks. In client-server
model, direct communications are not allowed between any
two clients, but they may occur between any two peers in
P2P networks. The P2P technology has been widely applied
to the integration and sharing of network resources. The
shared resources can be provided by any peers joining the
system instead of few dedicated servers. More creative net-
work applications need resources distributed over peers to
work well. For example, some collaborative approaches [1-4]
defend Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks and worm
containment from Internet. In [5], collaborative application is
applied for data fusion, in which data are from different radars,
sensors, and processing nodes. P2P-assisted cloud [6-7] or
cloud-assisted P2P [8-10] collaborative models are trying to
integrate the services provided by P2P network systems and
cloud computing systems. Theses examples reveal that network
applications tend to prefer collaboration of joining nodes and
require multi-types resources support such as files, content,
storage, or computing power.

It is a good choice to develop collaborative applications
based on P2P networks. Most of popular P2P network sys-
tems focus on files, content sharing, or computation power.
For example, BitTorrent-like P2P systems [11] are imple-
mented for file sharing, while PPLive [12] and PPStream [13]
are designed for streaming content sharing. The well-known
SETI@home [14] project tries to find intelligent life outside

Earth by stealing computation power over peers. Security
problems in P2P networks are not seriously considered. Peers
can join in these P2P networks without any authentication.
Malicious nodes can easily launch attacks, such as sybil at-
tacks [15], which generate a large number of shadow identifies
that control system operations. Due to the weak of security
problems and limited types of resources sharing, current P2P
networks are not good enough for developing collaborative
applications.

For development of collaborative applications, it is impor-
tant for peers to easily provide services. The services provided
by peers can be defined as executable software modules which
can be executed to satisfy requests from other peers. This
feature is to fit the collaborative applications which can request
some selected peers to provide different types of services for
approaching purposes of applications. As a scenario may occur,
peers have resources, but can not provide requested services.
Some peers in the system should have the ability to publish
new services to the requested peers. The available services
must be scalable and allowed to be defined by users. The open
source vuze P2P system [16] has the similar concept, which
is a BitTorrent-like file sharing system implemented in Java.
Users can develop and plug their software modules into the
system, but current plug-in software modules still focus on
enhancement of files, content sharing, or improvement of user
friendly interfaces.

In this paper, P2P network systems are enhanced by
authentication of joining peers with three levels of priorities
and encrypted data communication. Based on secure P2P
networks, a scalable and flexible collaborative application
platform composed of core services and user defined services
is built. Various resources provided by peers can be easily
used for service execution. The system model is shown in
Fig. 1. Graphic user interface of peers is implemented in shell-
like commands to request other peers to execute services.
Two collaborative applications are designed to demonstrate
the use of services distributed over peers. More creative
collaborative applications based on the proposed platform can
be easily designed, such as distributed computing, location-
aware applications, etc.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed
secure P2P networks are described in Section II. The col-
laborative applications platform and its services are described
in Section III. Some possible collaborative applications based
on the proposed platform are presented in Section IV. Web-
based online management system is introduced in Section V.
Finally, some concluding remarks and future work are given
in Section VI.
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Figure 1. System model

Figure 2. Overlay networks of secure P2P networks

II. SECURE P2P NETWORKS

In this section, we first introduce the model of the proposed
secure P2P networks. Then, we describe the functions of
components in it, system operation and implementation in
detail. The proposed secure P2P networks (Fig. 2) are similar
to KaZaA [17]. The main members of system are bootstrap
server, P2P Hub nodes, and P2P agent nodes. To improve
security of P2P networks, anonymous peers are not allowed.
A database server (microsoft SQL) and web server are set up
to maintain and manage related information of peers.

Peers are classified into three categories, namely Service
Passive Agent (SPA), Request Active Agent (RAA), and Pub-
lish Active Agent (PAA). SPAs can provide services for RAAs
and PAAs which they can issue requests to other peers. Besides
the functions of SPA and RAA, PAA can publish new services
to extend core services. The role of P2P Hub node is similar
to cluster leader in KaZaA, which maintain the IP addresses of
its members and associated resources-sharing. Hub nodes are
selected from agents instead of hardware appliances. It means
that some of agents have also to be roles of Hub nodes. Based
on the open source library Lidgren [18], agents, Hub nodes,
and bootstrap server are implemented in .net framework 4.0.

A. Bootstrap Server

The software architecture of bootstrap server and rela-
tionship of agents are shown in Fig. 3. Two components,
”bootstrap controller” and ”website controller”, can startup
bootstrap service by graphic user interface in bootstrap server
and by a online browser respectively. The Hub module will
be started in a agent only when it is selected to be a Hub
node. To maintain information of the owned agents(members)

Figure 3. Software architecture of bootstrap server

and how much data traffic is exchanged, each Hub node will
set up a file-based SQLite [19] database. The maintained
information in Hub nodes will be updated to the database in
bootstrap server periodically. In our system, bootstrap server
maintains the authorities and locations of joining peers, the list
of existing Hub nodes, log information of peers, private/public
keys for secure communication, and how much data traffic
is exchanged in each Hub node. Note agents and Hub nodes
connect to bootstrap server only for authentication or reporting
information.

B. System Operation

The bootstrap server is initialized when secure P2P net-
works are starting. One peer can request it to acquire an
account to join the system and becomes a SPA by default.
Bootstrap server will give a list of Hub nodes according SPA’s
location where its country and city are. To approach this
purpose, the database of mapping IP address to geographic
location [20] is adopted. If none of Hub nodes exists in the
system, the SPA will become the first Hub node. Otherwise,
SPA will measure Round Trip Times (RTTs) between it and
Hub nodes in the given list. Then SPA will select the Hub node
with minimum measured RTT to connect. When the selected
Hub node is too far from the SPA (ex. RTT ≤ 50ms) or the
members of it are too many (ex. over than 50), the SPA will
become a new Hub node under performance and load balance
consideration. Once a new Hub node is created, it will request
bootstrap server to get five numbers of Hub nodes as their
neighbors including three local neighbors the same country
as it and two random Hub nodes in foreign countries if they
exist. The new Hub node will connect their neighbors to join
the system. When Hub node leaves system, members of it will
automatically rejoin the system after random time. SPA can
request bootstrap server to be a RAA or PAA and get related
keys for secure communication.

C. Secure Communication

To construct secure P2P networks, message and data ex-
change among members of P2P system are encrypted. The
communication between bootstrap server and the other agents
is protected by AES [21]. The RSA [22] is implemented to
protect the communication between two Hub nodes, between
Hub node and its member, and between two agents. All kinds
of agents and Hub nodes have to register in bootstrap server
and then get the corresponding keys from it as follows.

• The private keys of AES for communication between
bootstrap server and the others (agents and Hub nodes)
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Figure 4. GUI of agent

Figure 5. Publish new service to selected peers

are generated by bootstrap server and given to agents
when they log in the system.

• When agents or Hub nodes register to bootstrap server,
their associated public and private keys will be gen-
erated and saved in database by bootstrap server for
preparation of RSA communication.

• When agent want to connect a Hub node, it will query
bootstrap sever to get public key of the Hub node first
and then use it to encrypt a connection request. The
Hub node can decrypt the connection request by its
private key and send a request to bootstrap server for
verifying the agent. If the agent exists, bootstrap server
will response its public key. Then, the Hub node will
accept the connection request and response message
encrypted by public key of the agent. Otherwise, the
connection request will be rejected.

• The connection between two Hub nodes are protected
by RSA communication. It occurs when a new Hub
node wants to connect its neighboring Hub nodes. In
a similar way as mentioned above, the public keys
of Hub nodes and verification of Hub nodes are also
provided by bootstrap server.

• PAA or RAA agent can request other agents over
the system to provide their services. To approach it,
the first thing is to discover the associated agents by
overlay networks. The public key of requesting agent
can be sent with the request of discovering agents.
Then, the found agents will response with their public

Figure 6. System utilities of agent

Figure 7. Class diagrams of core and user defined services

keys back. The communication between two agents
can be protected by RSA encryption.

D. Implementation of Agents and Hub nodes

Although we have three different types of agents and Hub
nodes, a universal Graphic User Interface (GUI) in Fig. 4
is designed for simplification of operations. User name, type
of agent, and the connected Hub node are displayed when
user logs in the system. A simple chatting function to send
messages to all of peers is implemented. Unavailable functions
can be seen but can not be used for agents without the priority.
For example, the SPA agents can see the function of ”publish
new services” but they are not granted to use it.

The menu bar on the top consists of ”Tools”, ”Services
Plugin”, ”Built-in APPS”, ”User-Defined APPS”, and ”Lo-
gout”. Three frequently used tools are designed. The first tool
is discovery of peers in a Time-to-Live range. The second tool
is used to observe the current download status of services (or
files) from other peers. The third tool is used to publish new
services which only PAA agents have right to do it. Fig. 5
shows the tool of publishing new services defined by users
to the selected peers. The function of ”Services Plugin” is
used to check what core services and user defined services
are plugged in. ”Built-in APPS” defines bulit-in collaborative
applications we have designed. We will discuss it in next two
section. ”User-Defined APPs” is reserved for embedding user
defined collaborative applications in the future.

The sign of plus (”+”) down the middle of GUI can
be clicked to show the optional utilities as in Fig. 4. We
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Figure 8. Application layer protocol between two peers

Figure 9. Click and open file browser to select program

can see the information of the proposed collaborative appli-
cations platform such as software version, introduction, etc.
In addition, information of the connected Hub node can be
seen such as its IP address, port number, etc. If the agent
is also a Hub node, optional functions can be enabled to
observe the statistical information how number of data bytes
are received and transmitted. ”System Utility” (Fig. 6) can
enable some manual commands to request other peers and
show log information of history. Due to the page limitation,
only few figures are shown in this paper.

III. COLLABORATIVE APPLICATIONS PLATFORM

Collaborative applications platform is constructed by ser-
vices distributed over agents in secure P2P networks. It con-
sists of two classes (Fig. 1), core services and user defined
services which can be published to be plugged in peers. The
core services are composed of basic and useful services we
have implemented and will be keeping extension. For example,
simple cmd service can ask peers to execute services (pro-
grams) in background by command shell. Logging service can
save result of running services and send it back to requesting
agents (RAA or PAA).

Some useful services for defending network security prob-
lems are implemented such as packet sniffing, filtering, and
virtual gateway services. Peers can be asked to monitor and
drop harmful packets according to signatures of packets by
packet sniffing and filtering services respectively. Since peers
can only verify packets they have received, the area of de-
fending network security is limited. It motivates us to design

Figure 10. Select a program to be published

the virtual gateway service which can redirect packets passing
through neighboring nodes to the peer running the service.
A peer running virtual gateway service will generate ARP
reply packets [23] to cheat their neighboring nodes that the
MAC address of the real gateway is the MAC address of it.
Without the assistance of network switches, all packets from
neighboring nodes will be forwarded to the virtual gateway.
These core services can be applied to develop collaborative
applications to defend network security problems.

Besides core services we have designed, user defined
services are allowed and easily plugged in peers. The services
are packaged into two dynamic linking libraries. The class
diagrams of core services and user defined services are shown
in Fig. 7. Core services are provided by ServiceCore.dll and
user defined services can be designed and implemented into
ServiceUserdefined.dll. The library ServiceSDK.dll including
two main components (Iservice and ServiceBase) is provided
to let users define their services in ServiceUserdefined.dll and
develop collaborative applications. PAA with highest priority
can publish new services embedded in ServiceUserdefined.dll
to the associated peers. In this way, the collaborative applica-
tions platform can be easily scalable. It can be expected that
more creative collaborative applications based on our proposed
platform can be developed.

After services in platform have been designed, application
layer protocol is required to communicate between two peers.
The format of protocol and related definition are shown in
Fig. 8. Two types, request and response, are defined basically.
The field of Time-to-Live is used to limit broadcast area
of messages in overlay networks, which is defined by how
number of Hub nodes is passing through. To avoid loop of
message transmission, the time stamp is adopted to recognize
whether the received messages are repeated or not. The filed
of ”Action” is trying to define possible requests or responses
of peers such as running services (SVC), authentication (Auth),
Hello packets between two Hub nodes (Heartbeat), etc. The
associated parameters and data with ”Action” can be set in
the field of ”Content”. In addition, the filed of ”Callback” is
used to assign a predefined program to handle the response of a
corresponding request. New requests or responses of peers can
be easily and flexibly added in our application layer protocol.

IV. EXAMPLES OF COLLABORATIVE APPLICATIONS

Based on the proposed collaborative applications platform,
collaborative applications can be designed by use of resources
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Figure 11. Protocol format is automatically generated.

Figure 12. Select input files by a file browser

distributed over peers in secure P2P networks. Applications
on P2P networks are not limited to file sharing anymore.
For demonstration of our platform, two built-in collaborative
applications will be introduced and some possible useful
collaborative applications will be further studied in the future.

The first buit-in collaborative application is a simple
distributed computing application named click&Run. It can
request all of peers to execute a new service or existing service.
A new service can be a simple execution program. Users
can focus on developing their execution programs and request
other peers to execute them easily without knowledge of our
platform. In our example, we want to request peers to compute
minimum spanning trees of random graphs. The execution
program, ”mst.exe”, can be viewed as a new service because
the program is not available at other peers. We can simply
use this application to select it from a file browser and then
send to peers. The operations are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
The protocol format will be automatically generated instead of
typing manually. After that, the ”push” button is used to send
the program to all of peers. We can observe which peers have
already downloaded the program as shown in Fig. 11. In our
experiment, there are two peers in the system. Next thing we
have to do is to select input files of the published program by a
file browser (Fig. 12). When the ”start Run” button is clicked,
each input file will be automatically assigned to one of peers
for execution. Once peer has finished computing, executing
result will be sent back and peer will be given the next input
file till no more input files exist. The execution status of each
task (input file) can be monitored and executing result can be
opened by double clicks as shown in Fig. 13. Running existing

Figure 13. Execution status of each task

Figure 14. Attack logs from peers

services of peers can work in a similar way. This simple built-
in collaborative application shows computing resource sharing.

The second buit-in collaborative application is trying to
integrate various resources over Internet (or intranet) to defend
network security. We have designed defensible services in our
core services including the virtual gateway service, packet
sniffing, filtering, and logging services. Without the assistance
of network switches, peers can be the virtual gateway to inves-
tigate the packets from other nodes and then filter malicious
packets. The investigated packets will be forwarded to the real
gateway if they are valid. This application is migrated from
our pervious work [24]. The integration of this collaborative
application with our platform is still under working. We only
show the idea here. Fig. 14 shows attack logs from virtual
gateways which they sniff and send log files back to PAA by
core services. The content of log files contains time stamp,
IP addresses of victim and collaborative agents, traffic type,
duration time of monitoring, and file names of logs. Another
tool can display statistical volume of attack traffic according
to source IP address as shown in Fig. 15. We can observe what
IP addresses are suspects of attack origins. In the future, we
will finish integrating this collaborative application into our
platform.

V. WEB-BASED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

For convenient management of our platform, a web server
is set up. From the web server, users are allowed to register
accounts and download software of agent and development
libraries. A general user can get information of logging time,
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Figure 15. Analysis of attack logs

Figure 16. Web-based administration

volume of data traffic exchanged, and personal information.
Administrator can startup bootstrap service, manage accounts
of users, Hub nodes, and observe where users are from
(Fig. 16). Statical volume of data traffic in each Hub node will
be considered to design how the proper number of members
is and how to select agents to be Hub nodes in the future.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, secure P2P networks are set up by authen-
tication of joining peers and encrypted data communication.
Although limitation of users is added, it is necessary for
collaborative applications sensible of network security and
resource sharing. Based on secure P2P networks, a scalable and
flexible collaborative applications platform composed of core
services and user defined services is built. Two collaborative
applications based on the proposed platform are designed to
demonstrate the use of services over peers. In the future, more
core services will be added. The services may be combined
with cloud services and location where peers are. It can be
expected that more creative collaborative applications will be
present.
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